Installation Advice (continued)

Installation Plan

= The foil mat should not be installed directly on

Part 1 - To be completed by the installer
What are the room dimensions?
What is the heated area?
(kitchen, bathroom, shower room)
What are the product code(s)?
Code 1

Code 2

Code 3

Code 4

Code 5

Code 6

Have you marked the position of the junction box
on your sketch?

10 YEARS GUARANTEE

Have you marked the position of the thermostat
on your sketch?
Have you marked the position of the thermostat
ﬂoor sensor on your sketch?
Have you marked the position of the heating
element runs on your sketch?

/

Date:

/

Part 2 - To be completed by the electrician
What is the measured resistance of each heating
element used (ohms)?

1

Ω

2

Ω

3

Ω

4

Ω

5

Ω

6

Ω

What is the total measured resistance?

Ω

What is the total power of the installation?

The warranty covers the repair/replacement of products
found to be faulty due to defective design, materials or
workmanship. It does not cover secondary charges
relating to the repair or replacement of any ﬂoor
coverings or any consequential or incidental damages
including, but not limited to, damages to property or
extra utility expenses.

W

What is the insulation resistance?

MΩ

What was the test voltage used?

500V

What is the RCD rating?

30mA

What is the rated voltage?

230V
Date:

This 10 year extended warranty covers
KLICKERMAT® Aluminium Foil Mat. This
10 years guarantee only applies when
ﬁtted under KLICKERFLOOR®
vinyl-click ﬂooring.

/

/

Receipt / Invoice.
Please retain a copy of your receipt / invoice and
keep with your completed guarantee.

The warranty does not cover faults resulting from
incorrect design, conditions of use, installation or
damage caused by others.
The extended warranty is valid for a 10 year period
from the date of purchase on the following conditions:
1. The completed warranty certiﬁcate and proof of
purchase must be presented in connection with any
claim.
2. The installation plan has been completed in full by
the installer and all electrical connections are carried
out by a suitably qualiﬁed electrician.
3. Only KLICKERMAT® is guaranteed with
KLICKERFLOOR® vinyl-click ﬂooring.
Please contact us if you have any problems with the installation of your
KLICKERMAT® foil mat. Technical helpline: 0141 641 0071.

WETROOMS DISTRIBUTION LTD
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Installation Advice
= All electrical wiring must be carried out by a fully

qualiﬁed electrician in accordance with the
current IEE wiring regulations.
= The installation must be protected by a 30mA
RCD for safe operation (not included).
®
= This KLICKERMAT foil heating mat is intended
®
for use with ﬂoating Vinyl-Click KLICKERFLOOR
ﬂoor coverings. It should not be installed under
tile or stone ﬂoors as it is unsuitable for use with
cement adhesives or screed materials.
= Install the side marked "this side up" facing the
ﬂoor covering.
= Do not install insulation or sound reduction

materials between the foil heating mat and the
ﬂoor covering.

top of timber or concrete subﬂoors. To improve
heating eﬃciency and heat up times use
®
KLICKERLITE thermal insulation boards.
= Do not install the foil mat directly under permanent
ﬁxtures (baths, toilets, ﬁtted cabinets etc).
= The cold lead is 3m long. It can be cut/extended
to suit the location of the mains power connection
box.
= The thermostat ﬂoor limit sensor should be
located centrally between 2 cable loops under
the foil mat.
= During installation, you may need to cut and turn
the foil mat to ﬁt the room. It is imperative that you
never cut, twist or kink the encapsulated heating
cable.
= Use scissors, to provide more control, when
cutting the aluminium foil mat.
= Ensure ﬂoor is clean, dry and free from sharp
®
objects before laying KLICKERMAT foil mat and
®
KLICKERLITE insulation boards.
= Avoid unnecessary foot traﬃc over unprotected
matting.
= Check the continuity and resistance of the foil
matting before, during and after installation.
= Do not install large rugs or mats.

Pre-Installation Check List - Products:
®

• KLICKERMAT Aluminium Foil Heating Mat ensure correct size before unrolling
®
• KLICKERTOUCH thermostat
(inc. ﬂoor sensor + sensor conduit)
• Aluminium Fixing Tape
®
• KLICKERLITE Insulation Boards & Adhesive
Fixing Tape
• RCD 30mA (Residual Current Device) if not
already ﬁtted.

= After ﬁtting the foil mat, use the aluminium tape

provided to cover the exposed wire and link the
pieces of the mat.
= Plan your installation carefully. Always

underestimate the amount of matting required as
the foil mat cannot be cut or reduced in size and
the cable should not be stripped from the foil
heating mat except to execute turns in the layout
pattern. This planning is especially important in
irregular ﬂoor spaces with ﬂoor mounted
obstructions to negotiate.
= The foil mat must not cross or overlap itself at

any point.

Tools:
• Multi-meter for checking continuity and
resistance
• Measuring tape and marker pen
• Scissors

NOTE:
All electrical wiring must be carried out by a
fully qualiﬁed electrician, in accordance with the
current IEE wiring regulations.

Step 1: Subﬂoor Instructions

Refer to the thermostat instructions for installation and technical
information.

Install the ﬂoor sensor by threading
into the protective conduit supplied.
Conduit should be positioned under
the foil heating matting between 2
cable loops a minimum of 250mm
into the heated ﬂoor. Ensure that
you have suﬃcient sensor cable.
You will need to create a groove in
the ﬂoor to recess the conduit
below the foil of the mat.

= Concrete Subﬂoors: The insulation level of your subﬂoor will
aﬀect the performance and running costs of your ﬂoorheating
system. Do not install the foil heating mat directly onto a concrete
ﬂoor slab. The mat must be installed on top of KLICKERLITE®
insulation boards. This will minimise heat loss to the subﬂoor,
reducing heat up times and running costs.
= Wooden subﬂoors: Should be reinforced and stabilised to provide
a rigid base. Ensure the subﬂoor is clean and free from any sharp
objects. Use KLICKERLITE® insulation boards.
®

®

= Laying KLICKERLITE : Lay the KLICKERLITE insulation boards
in "brick work" fashion covering the whole ﬂoor including unheated
areas. Secure the insulation boards by taping all the edges
together using adhesive tape.

KLICKERTOUCH®
Programmable

Step 4: Lay the Thermal Insulation
TAPE
ALL
EDGES

5
1

Step 5: Testing of the Heating Mat

3

2
4

1+2+3 = 13mm depth

1. KLICKERFLOOR®
2. KLICKERMAT®
3. KLICKERLITE® Thermal
Insulation boards
4. Wood/Concrete Subﬂoor
5. Thermostat

Step 2: Planning
Plan your installation using a sketch, marking the layout pattern and
the positions for the thermostat and ﬂoor limit sensor. Calculate the
free ﬂoor space that you want heated. (free ﬂoor area = total ﬂoor
area minus any permanent ﬁxtures). You cannot install the matting
under ﬂoor ﬁtted furniture (baths, WC or cabinets). It is important
that you calculate accurately the size of mat or combination of mats
required. The mats cannot be reduced in size and the cable should
not be stripped from the foil heating mat except to execute turns.
Please also consider that there should be a minimum perimeter
clearance left of 50mm in addition to a 30mm spacing between
parallel cut sections of the matting. Additional mats should be wired
in parallel using a suitable junction box.
®

KLICKERMAT Aluminium Foil Mats
MAT WIDTH 0.5m
50mm
clearance

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

Note: Do not cut
the clear heating
cables.

WALL

It is important to test the resistance
of the foil heating mat using a multimeter before, during and after
installation. These readings should
be checked against the label valve.
If there is any variation outwith the
tolerance of -5%/+10%, stop
immediately and call the technical
helpline.

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL

Step 3: Heating Control
The foil heating mat must be controlled by a thermostat with a
ﬂoor limit sensor. Choices range from a KLICKERTOUCH® ﬂoor
sensing timer/thermostat that can be programmed for
convenience to a sophisticated Wi-Fi advanced thermostat.

Identify the start point from your
plan recognising the 3 metre cold
tail and the position of the
thermostat and junction box. Unroll
the matting. When the end of a run
has been reached, turn the mat
over so that the cable loops are
exposed. Cut the backing foil, between 2 cable loops with scissors
ensuring you do not cut the clear heating cables. Turn the matting
in the required direction and continue unrolling. It is important that
the exposed cable at each turn should be covered with the supplied
special aluminium tape to link the mats together. This is essential to
keep the earth circuit intact. There should be a minimum clearance
of 50mm from walls or ﬂoor mounted furniture. Leave a minimum
30mm spacing between cut sections of the matting.

The thermostat should be installed within the room to be heated,
except for wet areas.
For bathrooms or shower rooms, the thermostats must be placed
outside the room but as close to the installation as possible.
Control of the heated ﬂoor in this application is provided by the
ﬂoor sensor only.

Name: ................................................................................................
Address: ...........................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
...................................................... Postcode: ...................................

Wiring up (Electrician only)
A fully qualiﬁed electrician must now make the ﬁnal connections to
the mains supply and install the thermostat.

Contact: ............................................... Date: ...................................

The electrician should re-check the resistance of the foil heating mat.
This reading should be recorded on the guarantee sheet. The
resistance of the thermostat ﬂoor limit sensor should also be checked
to ensure it is within speciﬁcation.

Name: ................................................................................................

Guarantee Certiﬁcate
Following installation, the Guarantee certiﬁcate should be fully
completed. This should include a sketch plan of the mat lay-out and
position of the ﬂoor sensor. The Guarantee certiﬁcate together with the
purchase receipt should be permanently ﬁxed near the consumer unit.

............................................................................................................

ELECTRICIAN'S DETAILS

Address: ...........................................................................................
............................................................................................................

...................................................... Postcode: ...................................
Contact: ............................................... Date: ...................................

Professional Body Enrolment No:...................................................

140W/m

2

to be heated
m2

Output (w)

Length (m)

Resistance
(ohms)

1.0
1.5
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0

140
210
280
560
840
1120
1400

2.0
3.0
4.0
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0

378
252
189
94
63
47
38

Name: ................................................................................................
Address: ...........................................................................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
...................................................... Postcode: ...................................
Contact: ...................................... .........Date: ...................................
Signature: .........................................................................................

Installation Plan

Operating Guide
1 Bring the system up to temperature gradually in stages over
a few days using the ﬂoor limit sensor temperature setting.
2 If the room is rarely used, turn the thermostat down to a lower
level to conserve energy.

Installer - Take care to show the following:
= Product used
= Thermostat position
= Junction box position

= Start and end heating of element run(s)
= Floor sensor position
= Any ﬁxed furniture/ﬁttings
= Room dimensions

3 Set the thermostat to your desired comfort level and leave it.
Setting the thermostat to a high temperature will not make the
room get up to temperature quicker. It will merely over heat the
occupants once the set temperature is reached.
cut & turn

Note:
Do not cut the clear
heating cables.
Joining Multiple Mats.
If your ﬂoor area is larger than the
largest mat available, it is possible to
use multiple mats by wiring them in
parallel. (Example: a calculated heating
area of 12m2, after allowances, would
require 10m2 + 2m2 mats). Please
ensure if joining large mats in parallel
the load rating of the thermostat is not
exceeded. Consult your electrician.

250mm

Step 8: Complete Your Installation

Area

4 The thermostat is ﬁtted with a ﬂoor limit sensor. The
temperature of the actual ﬂoor can be varied to suit individual
comfort levels. We recommend a maximum ﬂoor temperature
o
setting of 28 C for optimum comfort conditions.

WALL

Note:
Do not install the thermostat on an interior bathroom wall.

OWNER'S DETAILS

INSTALLER'S DETAILS

30mm
clearance

50mm
clearance

Guarantee Certiﬁcation

Technical Information

Step 6: Lay the Mat

Aluminium
connecting tape

This 10 year extended guarantee covers KLICKERMAT®
Aluminium Foil Mat. This 10 years guarantee only applies
when ﬁtted under KLICKERFLOOR® vinyl-click ﬂooring.

Signature: ..........................................................................................

cut &
turn

cut &
turn

Step 7: Install the Floor Sensor

30mm
clearance

5 Never pierce the ﬂoor. Piercing an electrically conductive
heating element with a nail or screw ﬁxing can trigger the RCD
unit and cut all power to the system.
6 Never cover any heated part of the ﬂoor with walls, solid or
permanent ﬂoor ﬁxed furniture. This could trap heat and potentially
cause local overheating.

cut & turn

cut & turn

30mm

clearance

7 Thick rugs, large rugs, dog beds, bean bags, exercise mats
and items with high thermal insulation should not be laid on the
heated ﬂoor as this may cause localised overheating and odours.
8 Please inform all repair or renovation tradesmen if they are
working in the area of an installed system.

Mat 1

Mat 2

9 Be Aware - Maintenance. Although your heating system
requires no annual maintenance, care should be taken to ensure that
the system is not damaged. Additional information for renovating and
repairing is available in the system's installation manual.

Maintenance Instructions
DO

DON'T / NEVER

Vacuum regularly
Sweep with a soft broom
Put door mats and rugs by doors
Keep pets' nails trimmed
If mopping - use a moist
damp mop

Over wet the SPC ﬂooring if
attempting to remove stains
Use wax
Use a steam mop
Drag furniture across your
KLICKERFLOOR® ﬂooring
Place in direct sunlight
No large rugs

